All of the methods are based on elementary forms of multivariate analysis. They compare every organism with every other organism in the study, and then produce a figure which represents an estimate of overall similarity for each of the comparisons between pairs of organisms. Each method employs as many characters as possible, and for practical purposes they all need electronic computing machines to do the extensive but repetitive calculations.
The computer field has opened the philosophical question of the relation between automata and living systems.
3. Palynology.
The science of the study of spores, including pollen has burgeoned in part because it is recognized that pollen analysis provides a much more representative picture of the pleistocene flora of a region than do macrofossils, such as leaves, seeds and wood.
I find relatively few of my students are familiar with the origin of the stratified layers of pollen which occur in peat bogs and lake sediments as wind-borne pollen each year rains over the earth falling equally on the just and unjust. This benign, natural "fall-out" settles in bogs in particular and has done so for thousands of years with the highly refractory grains undergoing little Tulecke and Nickell (1959) 
